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Comprehensive Testing Solutions for Healthcare

When the nature of a defect is precisely defined, both time and 
resource requirements for testing can be greatly reduced.

GENERATE COMPREHENSIVE TEST DATA FOR ALL 
HEALTHCARE REQUIREMENTS

A successful testing strategy requires accurate qualitative and quantitative data, and 

it must be applied across your trading partner network, not just to your organization. 

ViabilEDi uses advanced algorithms and heuristics models to accelerate the preparation 

and delivery of test data in all formats and for all covered entities. The ViabilEDI test 

data library comprises thousands of testing scenarios with more being added weekly. 

Test data is already cataloged to enable your staff to prove every possible transaction 

outcome, including both positive and negative test conditions.

Competitive solutions that use manual tools and spreadsheets can take weeks to 

formulate the same test data that ViabilEDI can deliver in just minutes. ViabilEDI can 

simultaneously produce and customize healthcare IT test data into any file format—

HIPAA 5010, NSF, UB, CMS, HCFA, XML, Paper Claims, Flat Files, etc.—basically every 

format required to test any technology, covered entity, or trading partner.

COMMUNITY-BASED TESTING IS THE WAY OF THE FUTURE

To meet ICD-10 and future compliance mandates, it is no longer adequate to simply test 

to an arbitrary level. Healthcare entities must expand their efforts to include contextual 

testing of business functionality from end to end. The problem: organizations cannot 

afford to purchase the tools and infrastructure or add the headcount necessary to code 

all those files internally. 

And there’s no reason to replicate that work at every organization. Instead, organizations 

must share common scenarios. Testing data is not a local event, it is a national event. 

The data needs to be accessible and pertinent to the entire supply chain, not only to one 

entity within the network.

ViabilEDi is the industry’s first community-based IT test data repository. Our clients share 

proven transaction data sets and benefit from the data sets shared by others. Our library 

has more than 1,000,000 transactions already and is growing every week.

VIABILEDI™ TEST DATA FOR HEALTHCARE

IDENTIFY AND 
CORRECT 

TRANSACTION 
DEFECTS

• Pre-built data repositories 
with all formats

• Guaranteed HIPPA compliant

• No software to 
purchase or install

• Ready-to-use 
managed service

• Improves productivity 
and testing quality

• Accelerates testing timelines

• Test data reusability
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